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ALPINE NOTES 

(Compiled by D. F. 0. Dangar) 

HoNORARY MEMBERS. We welcome as recently elected Hon. 
Members of the Alpine Club: 

Elected I 962: Mr. Henry S. Hall, J nr. We apologise for the 
omission of his name from our last issue. 

Elected I963: Count Aldo Bonacossa; Dr. Edouard Wyss-Dunant; 
Herr Alfred Z i.ircher. 

These recent additions have been an appropriate moment to compile 
a list of Hon. Members from the Club's beginnings. From I859 to 
I963 there have been I I9 elected, of whom 30 are British, 20 French, 
I7 Swiss, I4 Italian, 8 American, 7 Austrian, 4 each from New Zealand 
and Germany, 3 from Canada, 2 each from Sweden, Norway and 
Belgium, while six countries have one apiece. 

Included in the British total are two whose nationalities might be 
disputed. W. A. B. Coolidge (elected I904) was an American by birth, 
but spent so much the greater part of his life on this side of the Atlantic 
that it seems pedantic to deny him British nationality, although, as 
has been noted, 1 Coolidge ran into difficulties in Switzerland during the 
First War, owing to the irregularities of his nationality. Again, Sir 
Aurel Stein (Igog) was of Hungarian origin and, although he became a 
British subject, he never lost his Hungarian domicile, a matter that led 
to legal complications before his will could be settled. 2 

The first Hon. Members were J. D. Forbes and Sir Roderick 
Murchison, both elected in I859, but in the same year was also elected 
Gottlieb Studer, who was thus the first Swiss and first foreign Hon. 
Member. His cousin Bernard Studer was elected in I86o. These 
two were thus the first instance of related Hon. Members, but others 
were to follow. Quintino Sella ( 1879) \Vas uncle to Vittorio Sella 
( 1925); the first example of father and son being elected lies with A. 0. 
Wheeler and E. 0. Wheeler (I9o8 and I956 respectively); they have 
been matched by King Albert I of the Belgians (I9I2) and King 

. 
Leopold Ill (1935). Further related Hon. Members are J. Vallot 
{I924) and C. V allot {I929), and, in 1953, the Gugliermina brothers. 

Apart from the two Belgian Kings, other royalities are Prince Philip, 
Duke of Edinburgh (I955), the Prince of Monaco (I92I), the Duke of 
the Abruzzi (I925), Prince Chichibu of Japan (I928), the Duke of 

1 An Eccentric in the Alps, by Ronald W. Clark, p. 119. 
2 D.N.B., 1941-50, art. 'Stein'. The presence of both Stein and Coolidge 

in the D.N.B. endorses one's right to claim them as being British. 
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Spoleto (1930), and Maharajah Sir J. S. Jung Bahadur Rana of Nepal 
(1935). The first American Hon. Member, Theodore Roosevelt 
(1887), was also later President of the U.S.A. 

The earliest example of an ordinary member of the Club reaching 
Honorary status was John Tyndall (1887) but, since he had resigned 
from the Club twenty-five years earlier, his case stands on a quite 
different level from those of other ordinary members who have on 
occasion received Hon. Membership in recognition (in part) of long, 
continuous ordinary membership. Coolidge, also, was no longer a 
member of the A.C. when he received Hon. Membership, having 
resigned from the Club in 1899, after earlier threats. Coolidge could 
always find some excuse for a quarrel, and though his election as Hon. 
Member was meant to placate him, he resigned it in 1910 on hearing 
that his old enemy, Sir Edward Davidson, was to become President of 
the A.C. He was induced to resume his Honorary status in 1923. 

Naturally, in early days, when so much was to be done in the way of 
mountain exploration, as distinct from climbing, a number of early 
Honorary Members were travellers or cartographers rather than strict 
mountaineers. Sven Hedin (1899), Nansen (1902), Lord Curzon and 
Sir Francis Younghusband (both 1905) were of this class. Sven Hedin 
would appear to be the only Hon. Member actually struck off (for his 
violently anti-Allied speeches in 1914), but, inevitably, during war 
years Hon. Members belonging to countries at war with us were 
'retired'. 3 Prince Chichibu, however, was reinstated as an Hon. 
Member in 1952. 

The first ex-President of the A.C. to be made Hon. Member was 
Freshfield ( 1924, the sixtieth anniversary of his election to the Club); 
Conway (1934), Longstaff (1956) and Winthrop Young (1956) followed 
in his tracks. 

Inevitably, some opportunities have been missed by the Club. 
Whymper, had he lived a little longer, might have been chosen for Hon. 
Membership, and Farrar almost certainly: both died in their early 
seventies. Amery, Schuster and Strutt, had they survived until the 
elections were made prior to the Centenary in 1957, are other obvious 
cases. The Club missed the chance of having a Pope among its Hon. 
Members: after Achille Ratti became Pius XI (1922), a belated attempt 
was made to get him to accept, but he felt bound to refuse, for fear of 
being inundated with similar requests. Had he been elected a few 
years earlier, it is open to question if he would have resigned from the 
Club upon his election to the Papacy. 

T. s. BLAKENEY. 

3 The two Great Wars had other effects on Hon. Membership, since elections 
almost ceased during such troublous years. In the first war, one Hon. Member 
was elected, Duhamel (1916), and in the second war, Henry L. Stimson (1942). 
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CLUB ALPINO ITALIANO. On October 23 the Club Alpino Italiano 
celebrated its one hundredth birthday and on the occasion of this 
anniversary we offer to the Club our heartiest congratulations and best 
wishes. 

As the Finsteraarhorn is linked 'vith the founding of the Alpine Club 
and Piz Rusein with that of the Schweizer Alpen Club, so Monte Viso 
is closely connected with the birth of the Club Alpino Italiano. 

In I86z Count Paolo di St. Robert met William Mathews and T. G. 
Bonney at Crissolo, in the valley of the Po, and heard from Mathews 
his account of the first ascent of Monte Viso; Mathews himself has 
stated that it was this meeting which led to the historic ascent the 
third, and first Italian of Monte Viso on August I 2, I 863, by Quintino 

· Sella and his friends the brothers Paolo and Giacinto di St. Robert, and 
Giovanni Barracco, in the course of which the decision was made to 
found an Italian Alpine Club. 

The decision taken, Sella lost no time and three days later wrote to 
Professor Gastaldi proposing that a club be formed on the model of the 
Alpine Club. This letter was published in the Opinione of Turin and 
gave considerable impetus to climbing in Italy. In it, Sella expressly 
stated that the Viso ascent was inspired by Mathews' account of his own 
ascent in Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers. 

The first meeting took place at the Castello del Valentino in Turin on 
October 23, I863, when the Club came into being with the object of 
'promuovere la conoscenza e lo studio delle montagne, specialmente 
delle italiane '. Within a few weeks nearly two hundred members had 
joined the Club Alpino di Torino, as it was known until I866, when the 
present name was adopted. Today, the C.A.I. has 8o,ooo members in 
Italy and more than I50 sections. The well-known Rivista Mens£le 
first appeared in I 88 5 and is still published today. 

In common with certain other continental alpine clubs the C.A.I. has 
been through some difficult days. In I 929 the Central Office was 
transferred from Turin to Rome on Government orders in order that 
the Club, with its many thousands of young members, might be under 
the authorities' control. The Club was at least fortunate in that 
Angelo Manaresi was nominated President by the Government and, 
thanks largely to him, its affairs continued to run tolerably smoothly. 
At the end of the war the C.A.I. became once again an independent body 
with freedom to elect the President of its choice. 

Our warmest good wishes to the Club Alpino Italiano for a long and 
prosperous future. · 

ONE HUNDRED YEARS Aco. On July 22, I863, H. B. George and 
R. J. S. Macdonald with Christian Almer and Melchior Anderegg set 
out to cross the Col d' Argentiere but mistook their pass and made 
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instead the first passage of the Col du Tour Noir, taking 6! hours to 
get down the great ice-wall to the Saleinaz glacier and then being 
benighted. Anderegg later told Dr. Diibi that Almer should never 
have given the signal to descend.4 

In the early days of August Whymper made an unsuccessful attempt 
on the Dent d'Herens, the only mountain in the Alps which he essayed 
to ascend that did not sooner or later fall to him. A few days after
wards, on August 12, the first ascent was made by a party of four British 
climbers with Melchior Anderegg and two other guides. Whymper 
had been on his way to Breuil to make his sixth attempt on the Matter
horn, the only attempt of that summer, which had to be abandoned at 
the Crete du Coq after he and his guides had passed a stormy night 
upon the mountain. 

Bonney, G. S., and William Mathews, after making the first ascent 
of the Grandes Rousses, examined the Meije with so discouraging a 
result that Bonney was unable to discover any promising line of ascent 
and so 'recommended it to the attention of those alpine climbers who 
succeeded in conquering the Matterhorn'. 

Among other peaks to be climbed that summer for the first time were 
the Diablons, Parrotspitze, Balfrinhorn, Silberhorn, and the lower peak 
of Piz Roseg. Macdonald and Almer climbed the Monch by the South 
ridge, making the second ascent of the mountain. 

The guides of Pontresina came in for some hard words in the Alpine 
Journal and were considered so inept that anyone attempting ascents 
in the neighbourhood was 'most emphatically recommended to bring 
with him from some other part of Switzerland sufficient assistance to 
render him entirely independent of any which may be had on the 
spot'. These criticisms were challenged in the next issue and Wink
worth and Tuckett wrote in defence of the Pontresina men. 

Adams Reilly, at the suggestion of Professor Forbes, undertook a 
survey of the Mont Blanc chain and during the winter prepared the 
map which two years later became the first to be published under the 
auspices of the Alpine Club. Reilly found time to attempt the un
climbed Aiguille V erte and to make the first passage of the Col du 
Chardonnet. 

'The Western Alps', the first volume of John Ball's Alpine Guide, 
was published in 1863. 

WINTER MouNTAINEERING. In the early months of the year some 
notable 'first winter ascents' were made including the North-east face 
of the Lyskamm (Klucker-Neruda route): North face of the Monch: 

4A.J. 31. 281. The second (r8go) and third (1926) crossings were both made 
in the reverse direction. Inforrnation of any other crossings from the French 
side would be welcome. · 

• 



• 
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North ridge of the Dent Blanche: North face of Les Droites by the 
North-east spur. In the Dolomites the North-west wall of the 
Civetta was climbed for the first time in winter by the Solleder
Lettenbauer route. 

ALPINE AcciDENTS. The annual summary in Die Alpen records 
ninety-eight accidents in the Swiss mountains between May I and 
October 31, 1961, involving the loss of sixty-three lives. 

EDMUND JOHN CLARK. Additional data supplement my article 
'Edmund John Clark, M.D.' in A.J. 59· 264. The date of his death 
was uncertain but was given as I 841, this being the last year in which his 
name was carried in the membership list of the Linnean Society. 
However, the footnote in A.J. so. 264 was at least correct in saying that 
he was dead in 1838. 

Recently Sir Claude Elliott sent to Mr. Dangar a book of newspaper 
cuttings among which was an article5 entitled 'Mont Blanc Sixty Years 
Ago', from All the Year Round (of which Charles Dickens was editor) 
for March 13, 1886. This, among other information, records the find
ing of Clark's tombstone in the churchyard of Cranbrook, Kent, and 
gives the inscription thereon: 

'In memory of Edmund John Clark, M.D., one of the 
few enterprising travellers who have ascended to the 
summit of Mont Blanc. He was the only son of Mr. 
John Clark and Elizabeth his wife, and departed this 
life March 24th, 1836, aged 37 years.' 

The date of his death must, therefore, be resolved in favour of this 
inscription. 

J. MoNROE THORINGTON. 

PAUL PREuss. The author of 'The Wall of Walls' (A.J. 68. zo) is 
mistaken when he assumes that amongst others Paul Preuss was 
responsible for the development of artificial climbing technique. To 
the contrary, Preuss was a very lively antagonist of the use of pegs and 
was the spokesman of free climbing, condemning artificial aids of 
whatever kind. 

A reference to A.J. 28. 56 shows that two of Preuss's axioms were 
that 'the use of artificial aids only becomes justifiable in case of sudden, 
threatening danger' and that 'the Mauerhaken is an emergency aid and 
not the basis of a system of mountaineering '. 

5 The article was evidently 'vritten by W. P. Haskett-Smith, whose initials 
have been added in ink at the end. The tombstone inscription, as printed in 
the article, is here corrected after inspection of the original . 
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In Austria and in Germany the climbers of my age are still familiar 
with the conditions prevailing half a century ago and there can hardly 
be one who would regard Preuss as an enthusiast for pegging, abseiling, 
and pendulum swings, not to speak of inventions made in the course of 
the further development of climbing technique. 

p AUL K.AL TENEGGER. 

GuiDES. Several guides well-known in the old days have died 
recently, among them Abraham Muller of Kandersteg in his eighty
fourth year, Gottfried Bohren formerly chief guide of Grindelwald, 
who died on March 3 aged eighty-seven, and Hans Sepp Pinggera of 
Sulden at the age of ninety-one. He and his brother Franz were, in 
the opinion of E. L. Strutt, 'unquestionably the best professionals ever 
produced in the Ortler '. Hans was for many years the guardian of the 
Schaubach hut. 

AIRCRAFT IN THE ALPS. The Times reports that as a result of a 
campaign initiated last year by the S.A. C. legislation to regulate air
craft and helicopter flights in the Alps has been approved by the Swiss 
Lower House. The new regulations will restrict landings to certain 
recognised airfields. Tourist flights will need special permission from 
the air office and the consent of the cantonal authority. The permits 
will be valid for limited periods only and the frequency of the flights 
and the hours during which they may take place will also be laid down. 

SoLVAY HuT. The Solvay hut, at 13,135 ft. on the Hornli ridge of 
the Matterhorn, was erected in 1916 thanks to the generosity of the 
Belgian industrialist, M. Solvay. It is now in such a sorry state that it~ 
reconstruction is a matter of urgency and the news that the Solvay family 
have made available the necessary funds for this purpose will be 
welcomed. · 

• 

ANTARCTICA. Three Australians made an unsuccessful attempt on 
Big Ben, 9,005 ft., on Heard Island early this year. On February 6 
they established a camp at 6,ooo ft. and next day reached the summit 
plateau, pitching another camp at 7,500 ft. Here they were held by a 
blizzard and not until February 12 were they able to get away and 
descend to their Camp II at 4,200 ft. 

Big Ben, a volcanic massif capped by Mawson Peak, was attempted 
four times between 1947 and 1955 when there was an Australian 
Antarctic Research station on Heard Island. In 19 53 a party of three 
managed to reach 5,500 ft. before they were snowed up by a gale lasting 
six days and this was the greatest height reached on the mountain until 
the latest attempt. • 

• 

.. 



• 
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Antarctic, March, 1963, reports that a New Zealand party, Dr. B. M. 
Gunn and J. G. vVilson, has made the first ascent of Mount Lister 
(13,353 ft.), in the Royal Society Range. There is some doubt whether 
this is the highest peak yet climbed in Antarctica, owing to uncertainty 
about the precise height of Mount Nansen, climbed by Otway and 
Herbert. Though recorded as 13,156 ft., Herbert estimated the height 
of Nansen as 13,500 ft., but the difference between the two peaks is very 
small. Neither is of any great technical difficulty but both are remote of 
access. 

BRITISH-SOVIET PAMIR EXPEDITION. On the evening of Thursday, 
June 6, 1963, a touching little ceremony took place in a very friendly 
atmosphere at the Soviet Embassy in London, when His Excellency 
M. Soldatov, the Ambassador, presented to the British members of the 
Anglo-Soviet Expedition which went to the Parnirs in 1962 individual 
medallions specially struck for the purpose. 

Sir John Hunt, Malcolm Slesser, George Lowe, Ted Wrangham, 
Ralph Jones, Ian McNaught-Davis, Ken Bryan and Derek Bull were 
present, together with a number of wives and the Honorary Secretary 
to the Expedition, Miss Susan Bradshaw. Mr. Michael Ward repre
sented the Climbers' Club, Mr. Anthony Rawlinson was there to 
represent the Alpine Club, Mr. Ian Charleson was representing the 
Scottish Mountaineering Club and Mr. L. P. Kirwan the Royal 
Geographical Society. 

The medallion measures four inches in diameter, and the details of it 
are in coloured enamel (see illustration no. 32 ). 

JoHN HUNT. 

KILIMANJARO. Sir Douglas Busk's article on Kilimanjaro (A.J. 6o. 
96-104) is no longer entirely correct. In July, 1963, a party of nine 
from H.M.S. Hermes were permitted to make the ascent from Marangu 
without employing guides or porters. The manager of the Kibo Hotel 
(in whose grounds we camped without cost) told us that we could have 
used the huts had there been room. In fact, the huts were fully booked, 
so we took tents and camped. The accommodation at Kibo hut has been 
increased by the building of another hut, and two more buildings are 
being constructed at Peters hut. Climbing Kilimanjaro is a popular 
business and one must expect competition from all ages and sexes, from 
middle-aged ladies to twelve-year-old boys. 

Only one of the party succumbed to altitude, at about 18,ooo ft., but a 
second man had to go down with him. Seven of the party reached 
Gillman's Point on the crater rim, and four went on to Kaiser Wilhelm 
Spitze. The snow was so hard and icy that crampons would have been 
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worth their weight and would have turned the last 1,200 ft. into an easy 
walk. 

I found the trip more fun and less of a grind than I had expected
certainly well worth while, even though it is only a tourist's walk. 

F. R. BROOKE. 

PICHINCHA. Until recent times it was thought that Humboldt and 
Bonpland had been the first to ascend this Ecuadorian volcano (I 5, 7 I 8 
ft.), but some research on written records proved that the mountain had 
been climbed repeatedly before. The result of this research is to ascribe 
the first ascent to a Spaniard, Toribio de Ortiguera, who achieved it 
at the early date of July 29, 1582. 

Ortiguera's account was published in the Boletin de la Sociedad 
Geogrdfica de Madrid, vol. xxiv, 1888, pp. 89-104, by a member of this 
society who preceded it with the description of an eruption of Pichincha 
in June, 1582. The account is a hitherto unpublished letter by 
Ortiguera, addressed to King Philip Ill of Spain. In his letter 
Ortiguera states that he had joined four other Spaniards 'all eager to 
behold with their own eyes the source of so strange a thing ', 6 meaning by 
this the crater of the mountain that had sent over Quito a rain of rocks 
and ashes. The Spaniards were Francisco de Unci bay, of the Audience 
of Qui to, the priests Alonso de Aguilar and Juan Sanchez, the captains 
Juan de Galarza and Juan de Londono, and Ortiguera himself, sup
ported by a caravan of Spaniards, Indians, and negroes in their service. 
Ortiguera does not mention the names of the summit party, but he does 
state that the caravan of attendants was left behind. Apparently the 
priests reached the rim of the crater, because Ortiguera mentions the 
impossibility of holding a mass there on account of the cold wind and 
the burning smoke of the volcano. 

Mter Ortiguera' s ascent, a number of expeditions are recorded; in 
166o the Ecuadorian priest Juan Romero climbed to the crater after an 
earthquake and the French scientists Bouguer and La Condamine 
followed eighty years later. Humboldt and party climbed Pichincha 
twice, now apparently to the top, said to be some 120 ft. higher than the 
crater. Several other parties also visited the mountain, including the 
President of Ecuador, Gabriel Garcf.a Moreno, in 1844, and Edward 
Whymper and the Carrels on March 23, 188o. Today Pichincha is the 
most popular mountain among Ecuadorian mountaineers. 

The fact that Ortiguera's account seems to describe the earliest 
recorded ascent of Pichincha does not discount the possibility of even 
earlier ascents by Indians, or by Spanish artillerymen, who saw in the 
volcanoes of the New World a good source of sulphur for gunpowder. 

6 ' ••• deseosos de ver por vista de ojos una cosa tan extrafia y de donde 
procediese la causa dello.' (op. cit. p. 95.) · 
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There remains one point; did Ortiguera in fact reach the very top ? 
According to Eichler's book, Nieve y Selva en Ecuador, the first to do 
so was Humboldt in 1802. Judging by photographs the top seems to 
be some so m. higher than the crater and not at all difficult. 

EVELIO ECHEVARRIA C. 

CoTOPAXI. It has for long been debated whether the highest point 
of Cotopaxi has ever been climbed because until recent years all expedi
tions had stopped at the rim of the crater and had not proceeded to the 
culminating aiguille on its northern side, which is c. I so ft. higher than 
the points usually attained. 7 

Senor Echevarria writes: ' ... I include here a short piece of information 
which may be interesting. The highest peak of Cotopaxi has definitely 
been climbed. I received a few days ago a letter from Mr. E. Bern
baum, an American member of the Phillips Exeter Academy of New 
Hampshire, now a resident of Quito, Ecuador, in which he says: 
" ... I noticed in your account of climbed Andean peaks in the 1962 
A.A.J. that you were not sure whether Cotopaxi in Ecuador has been 
climbed to the very top. It has. Last summer I reached the top of the 
North summit or aiguille for the third ascent. The route we followed 
had been pioneered by Jack Bermeo C, who is probably the first to have 
ascended it, some time in 19s7-s8." ' 

• 

RoNDOY. The first ascent of Rondoy, s,883 m., Ill the Cordillera 
Huayhuash was made on August 6 by the London School of Economics 
expedition, six of the party reaching the summit. 

Three two-man ropes were formed for the descent. Fog closed in as 
they were descending and one pair, Peter Bebbington and Graham 
Sadler, fell from the ridge, their absence unnoticed by the others owing 
to the fog. Their bodies were found four days later in a crevasse. 

TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST AscENT OF EVEREST. All the 
British Everest expeditions were sponsored jointly by the Alpine Club 

• 

and the Royal Geographical Society. It was therefore appropriate that 
the tenth anniversary of the date when Hillary and Tenzing reached the 
summit, May 29, 1953, should be marked by a joint meeting of the Club 
and the Society held in the Central Hall, Westminster, on May 29, 
1963. Tenzing had come to London for the occasion. The previous 
week-end he joined a reunion in North Wales of the 1953 Everest party 
and the 1955 Kangchenjunga party, and took advantage of two fine, 
sunny days to add Snowdon and Tryfan to his bag of peaks. 

The meeting of May 29 was honoured by the presence of H.R.H. 
7 See A.A.J., 1962, p. 164. 

• 
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The Duke of Edinburgh, honorary member both of the Club and the 
Society. The audience of about 1,700 included many members of past 
Everest expeditions. Introducing the programme, Sir John Hunt, 
leader of the I 9 53 party, emphasised that the success of that year had 
been the climax of over thirty years of endeavour, beginning with the 

' 

first reconnaissance of I92I. Each expedition had built on the experi-
ence and example of its predecessors. 
_ The programme of films and slides was designed to illustrate this 
theme. Professor G. I. Finch commented on the extract from the I922 
film and referred to the use of oxygen apparatus. Mr. Howard 
Somervell, President of the Alpine Club, spoke about the assault of 
1924. Mr. Eric Shipton showed an extract from the film of I933· 
Reference was made to the further expeditions of 1935, 1936, and 1938. 
Mr. Michael Ward, one of the instigators of the I 9 5 I reconnaissance of 
the approach by the Western Cwm, showed some of the photographs 
studied when that expedition was being prepared. Finally, after Sir 
John Hunt had spoken of the import':l:,nt contribution of the two Swiss 
expeditions of I952, a long extract was shown from the 1953 film. 

Sir John Hunt recalled the achievements of the more recent Everest 
expeditions, Swiss, Indian, Chinese, and currently American, and the 
part played in all the expeditions by the Sherpas. Tenzing mounted 
the platform amid applause and spoke of his happiness at being present 
and of his appreciation of the friendship over so many years of British 
climbers, who had first introduced him to mountaineering. 

Many messages of congratulation on the anniversary were received 
by Sir John Hunt or by the Club from many parts of the world. 
During the meeting Sir John Hunt expressed on behalf of all concerned 
deep appreciation of these messages. They included one from Colonel 
Howard-Bury, leader of the 1921 party, who was unfortunately pre
vented by illness from coming to the meeting, and one from Lieutenant
Colonel Charles Wylie, a member of the I953 party, who telegraphed 
from Katmandu : ' It's still there'. 

A. K. RAWLINSON. 

At the initiative of the Swiss Foundation for Alpine Research a 
joint meet of Swiss and British mountaineers was held at Meiringen in 
the Bernese Oberland from June 15-22 to celebrate the first ascent of 
Everest in 1953. 

Unfortunately, it was possible only for Professor N. E. Odell and 
Sir John Hunt to take part in the meet from Britain, but the dates 
coincided with Tenzing's visit to Switzerland and everyone was 
delighted that he was able to be there. 
'- ·The group, mainly consisting of Swiss Everest climbers, was in the 
care of Arnold Glatthard, who runs a_ climbing-school, formerly located 

• 
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at Rosenlaui. A notable feature was the presence and friendship of the 
Geneva Swiss of the 1952 expeditions and those from the 1956 party. 

Bad weather limited our activities on the first day, but on the second 
we were all able to traverse the Klein and Gross Simmelistock (see illus
tration no. 3 I), a fine rock climb with two 'severe' pitches. It was 
particularly creditable on Odell's part that he also participated in this 
climb. On the third day the party set off for some ski-ing above the 
Susten Pass. 

A number of Americans and Sherpas from the successful expedition 
this year were expected to arrive at the end of the meet. 

JoHN HuNT. 

MouNT EVEREST. A party of three Americans and one Swiss, led by 
W. W. Sayre, made an attempt on Mount Everest from the Tibetan 
side in the summer of 1962. 

To conceal his intentions the leader had sought permission to attempt 
Gyachung Kang ( 2 5,990 ft. ), conveniently situated for his purposes near 
the Nup La a procedure unlikely to make matters easier for future 
expeditions to Nepal. 

A so-called Base Camp was established on the upper Ngojumba 
glacier and the North Col attained by way of the Nup La and the West 
and East Rongbuk glaciers. The Americans had had very little climb
ing experience and to add to their difficulties the Sherpas refused to 
cross the Tibetan frontier at the Nup La. Sayre believed he reached a 
height of about 25,26o ft. on June 2, or some 2,350 ft. above the North 
Col. 

In view of their inexperience, the mishaps that befell them, and the 
strange opinions of the leader, who regarded Sherpas as a 'drag on a 
party', it is remarkable that the members of the expedition got back 
without loss of life. · 

Further details of this highly irresponsible undertaking can be found 
in the S.A.C. Bulletin, March, 1963, and in the June issue of Der 
Bergsteiger. 

MANKIAL. Mr. R. L. Holdsworth writes with reference to his letter 
in A.J. 67, 408 that by a slip of the memory he stated that Tenzing 
Norkay took part in the first ascent of Mankial. It was, in fact, Sherpa 
Rinzing and not Tenzing who was with the expedition and who reached 
the summit of Mankial. 8 

HIMALAYA 1963. The American expedition led by Norman G. 
Dyhrenfurth achieved a triple success on Mount Everest. James W. 
Whittaker and the Sherpa Nawang Gombu reached the summit on 

8 See A.J. 53· 319. 
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ALPINE NOTES 

May I from a camp at 27,395 ft. After a spell of bad weather a double 
assault was launched and on May 21-22 W. Unsoeld and T. Hornbein 
made the first traverse of Everest, ascending by the West ridge and 
descending to the South Col. A few hours before they reached the top 
B. Bishop and L. Jerstad had gained the summit from the South Col. 
We hope to publish a full account of the expedition in our next number. 

Four members of Sir Edmund Hillary's expedition reached a point 
only four feet from the summit of Kangtega (22,340 ft., east of Namche 
Bazar). A Press report described the summit as being ' deeply under
cut by avalanches' and too dangerous for both parties to venture upon 
it. The American David Dronan, belayed by his companion, managed 
to reach the top, setting off an avalanche as he did so. 

An Australian, Peter Taylor of Adelaide, accompanied by two 
Sherpas, made the first ascent of a 21,592 ft. peak in the Langtang 
Himal and a Japanese party made the first ascent of Numbur (22,817 ft., 
west of Namche Bazar). 

The Australian expedition which had hoped to climb Dhaulagiri II 
was abandoned because of the unfavourable weather. 

Members of a Tokyo University expedition are reported to have made 
the first ascent of the highest peak of Baltoro Kangri (23,989 ft .). The 
East peak (c. 23,819 ft.) was climbed in 1934 by three members of 
G. 0. Dyhrenfurth's expedition. 
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